
  

Job Title: Administrative Department Manager Reports To: Director of Administration 
Classification: administrative, non-exempt Salary Range: 
Company Name: Lark Management, LLC  

 
Litmus Test: Are we compatible? 
Integrity, flexibility, empathy, and excellence are our company values. They motivate us to keep              
a vibrant company culture that comes through in all we do. Everyone who fits well into our                 
company culture does these things: 
 

● Pair your complaints and criticisms with solutions. 
● Instead of saying some version of “that’s not my job” when someone asks you to do                

something, try some version of “let me see if I can help.” We love delegation and job                 
descriptions too, but it makes for a better workplace when your teammates show a sense of                
excitement about supporting one another. 

● It’s especially important to tell your supervisor when you feel overwhelmed, stuck, or in              
need of training or professional development. 

● When conflicts or problems arise in the workplace, be solution-focused and           
action-oriented. Don’t cry over spilled milk. Don’t fan the flames of gossip or hearsay.  

● If you have difficulty with your peers or direct reports, try to resolve it one-on-one without                
gossip or consult with your supervisor about how to proceed. If you have difficulty with               
your supervisor, consult with our human resource employee support line about how to             
proceed.  

● When mistakes happen, sometimes it’s the situation, not the person. Have empathy for             
others and consider their context before jumping to conclusions about them. 

● We aim to cover you in your absence, and we’d like you to do the same for others,                  
including days off and lunch breaks. 

● Take the time to understand how our business works. 
● This company values your feedback and constructive criticism regarding management,          

administration, and company policies and procedures. Let your direct supervisor know           
when you have input.  

● Seriously read this job description in depth because … we mean it.  
And for the catch-all statement: you must be a team player and prepared to help out with any                  
given function on daily basis. If working with people who do these things sounds exciting to you,                 
read on! 
 
Function of the Administrative Department Manager:  
This person is the BOSS when it comes to the offices’ administrative support. The Department               
Manager supervises office administrators and is ultimately responsible for maintaining office           
efficiency and adherence to policy and procedure. We look to this person to solve unique               
problems on the spot by thinking flexibly, prioritizing needs, and working with teammates when              
necessary. We expect this person to know when a decision can be made independently versus               
when it is appropriate to redirect or to include other positions if the problem is clinically or                 
medically related.  
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Why this job stinks: 
Have you tried supervising employees that are housed at a different office than you? Even worse,                
spread across the valley?! It’s difficult! You have to stay in tune with your staff and know where                  
your need is. You may have expected to spend your day at one office, but that can all change                   
with one phone call. You must be flexible to succeed in this position.  
 
Some think it’s cool to be a boss, but it really means being the bigger person, swallowing your                  
pride, being on stage at all times as a leader, and being assertive, consistent, empathic, and                
accountable. Delegation, praise, prioritization, progressive discipline, training, and HR         
competence should sound like old hat. It sucks because sometimes you’re not in the mood to be                 
all these things, but you still have to be. If that weren’t enough, we prefer that you consult with                   
ADP on HR decisions. Our contract with ADP requires this because, basically, your discretion is               
not always enough and they will only provide us legal and insurance coverage on HR matters if                 
you consult with them from the start. 
 
 
10 Reasons you should quit your job and work here anyway: 
1. You like getting rewarded for solving big problems.  
2. You think it sounds exciting to be a part of a growing company that puts quality before 

quantity and is changing the mental health system and the lives of children and families.  
3. You think measuring outcomes is important and that our key outcomes are legit:  

# of psychiatric hospitalizations, # of psychotropic medications, # of runaways 
4. You think being relaxed and friendly at work should be normal. 
5. If you think our policies and procedures aren’t as fresh as this job description, it’s cool 

because anyone with a good idea can influence our policy. 
6. When it comes to diversity, you think companies should value the inherent, unique 

perspectives and insights, not the checkboxes on the demographic form. 
7. Our company has grown quickly and wisely such that there is still room for positions and                

departments that don’t currently exist. 
8. You want to work in a company where executives and owners take responsibility for their 

mistakes. 
9. You’re tired of boring holiday parties and are ready to have fun for free. 
10. You think all companies should offer vision, dental, and health insurance; life insurance; paid 

holidays and time off; and access to a host of other voluntary benefits as part of their total 
compensation package like we do. 

 
Job-Specific Duties and Responsibilities: 

● Each office has Office Administrators handling the daily work, you get to oversee it all!               
Responsibility of office flow and operations will entail you to check-in with the sites              
daily. If office flow is ever affected, you will also need to determine whether it is                
something you can address yourself, or whether you need to contact other supervisors or              
bring an issue to the Leadership team. 
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● The best tool to manage the flow of the office is the schedule. Consistent coordination               
with the clinical and medical teams that we support is crucial for this to work smoothly.                
Master this and you will have a lot of happy campers. If this is not mastered, you will                  
likely hear about it from everyone effected and that thorn will stay in your side until it’s                 
resolved.  

● Participate in Leadership meetings and bring suggestions for process improvement, after           
considering how it will affect all departments. Your involvement in these meetings will             
be demanding. It will require you to communicate more than you thought was humanly              
possible, critically think, and think flexibly with the overall company’s best interest in             
mind, not just your departments. The team needs you to be assertive and             
solution-oriented when problems arise; no being disrespectful, egotistic, or passive.  

● Read the book Death by Meeting within your probationary period. You must attend many              
meetings and this book will explain why that is not a bad thing. 

● While there are other leads or management support to help generate and evaluate reports              
of efficiency and effectiveness, the operations of the Administrative department is your            
responsibility. With this comes flexibility to make adjustments as needed. 

● In order to have an efficient and effective team, you need the right amount of staff. Don’t                 
wear out the team by waiting too long. It is your role to be in tune with what that looks                    
like, stay on top of it, and do future planning. That will entail anticipating growth and                
advocating for new support before it’s needed. If we need the position now, you’re too               
late. 

● Ever hire someone and wonder what happened to the person you interviewed with?             
Unique ideas during the interview process can hopefully help to avoid that and uncover              
true skill sets. Making sure they are a true culture fit is sometimes more important than                
skill.  

● With new hires in any department, we arrange an orientation week that you will              
experience. Take note, as you will also have a role in coordinating this and ensuring a                
smooth start. 

● Be a leader who praises good work, invites creative solutions and ideas, models             
accountability and flexibility, follows through, and keeps a pulse on direct reports’            
workload and job satisfaction. 

● It’s your job to set a tone of professionalism, inclusion, and teamwork at all times. 
● Part of keeping a high morale is to celebrate achievements and special days that are worth                

celebrating. It will be up to you to identify and coordinate for those days, even though                
you don’t have to do it alone.  

● People like to work at a place where they are challenged and constantly learning new               
skill sets. Be in tune with how your staff would like to grow. Find options to make that                  
happen and advocate for them. Ideally everyone has a growth plan to grow into future               
roles. 

● Lead by example. Spend some time in direct reports’ shoes, and give direct reports clear,               
frequent, direct feedback on performance. Recognize and praise great work and identify            
areas for improvement. Provide ongoing feedback along with annual performance          
reviews. 

● Personality conflicts happen at work and we expect you to be the level-headed one to               
smooth them over by finding common ground and bringing focus to the team. 
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● Determine when more training is required versus when it may be time to issue              
progressive disciplinary action. CYA and keep track in writing of disciplinary action            
taken, performance progress and achievements, as well as areas for growth for direct             
reports. 

● Keep your supervisor informed of the status of all of your direct reports and try not to                 
feel micromanaged in doing so. 

● If you don’t like the job descriptions for administrative positions or you think they need               
updating, great! It’s your job to keep job descriptions and announcements appealing,            
accurate, and up to date.  

● As we obtain new service contracts, how will we know if we’re meeting all of the                
provisions of the contract if you don’t read it and understand it? 

● You must work closely with accounting, data collection, and IT when developing            
solutions to problems that affect the site running smoothly.  

● You are responsible for communicating with the biller, clinical director, and medical            
director in situations where a client loses their insurance coverage. 

● You’re ultimately responsible for making the offices feel welcoming, clean, and           
comfortable with excellent customer service. Go the extra mile with courtesy by, for             
example, walking people to their appointment room or to the restroom instead of             
pointing. 

● We like to allow for vacations, but it is your job to use discretion as to what can be                   
approved in a way that does not negatively impact the office. We expect you to use                
creative solutions to try approve when possible, including arranging for coverage from            
another site, volunteering to provide coverage, splitting up responsibilities, etc. 

● The phone answer rate is a metric we measure, so when approving time off or               
coordinating coverage, make sure the desk and phones do not get shorted. 

● Offices have needs and those needs often cost money! The Office Administrators at each              
site will help identify the inventory needs, but they will need you to swipe the card. This                 
entails maintaining a balanced budget and expense report, following purchasing policy,           
and sending the expense report and petty cash document to accounting and your             
supervisor at the end of every month. Involve your direct supervisor in larger purchases. 

● In addition to purchasing office inventory, your help a.k.a. your card, will also be needed               
to coordinate travel arrangements when necessary. This includes arrangements for our           
remote workers, as well as coordination when we send staff to trainings. If you’re lucky,               
they’ll choose to coordinate on their own, but if not get ready to do some research for                 
them.  

● We pay vendors to do most dirty work like shredding, cleaning, and delivering heavy              
water jugs. You’re ultimately in charge of them. To do this effectively, manage the              
relationships as well as an organized vendor tracking log. 

● Collect and verify all transaction logs, ensuring each cash appointment is accounted for.  
● It’s important that we keep our forms and policies up to date and appealing without               

duplication. It will be up to you to ensure this happens and that they are available to the                  
company, with appropriate permissions, in an organized fashion. 

● Ensure HIPAA standards are being met at all sites, at all times. Ensure everyone is               
maintaining strict confidentiality for verbal and written communication. Provide         
appropriate accountability and training when HIPAA standards are not being met.  
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● Delegate routine tasks and verify them regularly. 
● Make sure people follow up with you when you delegate tasks and give respectful              

feedback as things are (or are not) getting done. Expect the same from your supervisor. 
● Flexibility is key to everything. Start stretching because without this, it won’t work. 
● Build good relationships with the staff who all have different personalities by keeping in              

close communication with them, especially around times of change, or else. 
● Make yourself very familiar with the Crisis Intervention Policy as we work with a              

sensitive population and you don’t always know what to expect. 
● Jump at the opportunity to take on additional tasks that will come up. 
● Lastly, communicate your workload and any struggles you may be having to your direct              

supervisor. We’d like to keep you working at a fair and reasonable workload. If it’s               
getting too high or stressful, say something.  

Assigned Reports: 
● Weekly check in on operations 
● Monthly status on direct reports and site updates listing accomplishments and barriers 
● Monthly budget, petty cash, and transaction log submissions 
● Monthly operations reports 
● Quarterly department review 

 
 
Qualifications: 

● 3 years of office management and supervisory experience required, medical office           
preferred 

● Associates degree required, Bachelor’s degree preferred 
● Ability to train and develop future leaders 
● Ability to proactively plan into the future with the knowledge you have today 
● Ability to apply and model flexibility at all times 
● Leads by example, team player attitude, and shares our values – integrity, flexibility,             

empathy, excellence 
● Ability to model the highest level of customer service, both internally and externally 
● Knowledge about HIPAA and ability to uphold and train to HIPAA standards 
● Strong desire for team and processes to be effective, efficient, and standardized 
● Familiarity with copy, scan, and fax machines and internet-based programs 
● Effective, efficient googling skills 
● Knowledge of the DSM and basic mental health terms will make the job more interesting               

and make you more successful 
● Awareness, sensitivity to, and respect for cultural variation and the power of personal             

values and biases 
● Ability to remain calm and courteous in the face of rudeness and disrespect  
● Ability to discuss personal and financial matters with providers, clients, and/or their            

representative  
● Wizard with Word, Excel, internet-based programs, and customized databases  
● Ability to predict the future. Not really but you have to be able to identify warning signs for                  

when something is likely to go wrong and then generate and implement solutions. 
● Ability to consider multiple perspectives and alternate explanations when problems arise 
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● Ability to pair problems with solutions along with alternative solutions when you don’t get              
your way  

● You have to be able to prioritize and get things done 
 
 
Applications:  
A letter of application and résumé must be emailed to HR@HealthyMindsLV.com or mailed to              
Healthy Minds, LLC 5516 S. Fort Apache, Suite 100 Las Vegas, NV 89148. 
 
 
 
 
 
Acknowledgement: 
I acknowledge that I have received and read the above job description. The job description               
outlines my position function and essential job duties. I agree to adhere to the job description as                 
well as the policies and procedures in my position.  
 
I acknowledge that it is my responsibility to refer to the job description and to ask for                 
clarification on anything within that is unclear to me. Failure to follow and adhere to the job                 
description may result in disciplinary action up to and including termination of my employment. 
 
I acknowledge that this is not a contract and should not be construed as creating contractual                
obligations. The company reserves the right to amend, supplement, or rescind any provisions of              
this job description as it deems appropriate, in its sole and absolute discretion.  
 
My signature indicates that I have received and read the job description, that I will contact the                 
Company with any and all questions that I may have regarding the job description, and that I will                  
comply with the job description stated herein.  
 
 
Employee Name: _____________________________________ 
 
 
Employee Signature: _____________________________________ Date: ________________ 
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